Aspect Extraction using Informative Data from Mobile App Data Review
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ABSTRACT
User review of mobile application is an valuable data that can be used by developer to improve their application or to build similar application. User can give feedback such as reporting errors, asking for new or improved feature, explain their experience of using certain feature and also praise or dispraise. User review or opinion data is very large in amount and difficult to analyze. It is time consuming and labour expensive to do it manually. Recent study has tried to extract product feature using word collocation. In this work, we try to improve the aspect extraction process by using only informative data. We took user opinion of 3 mobile application from application distribution platform. The experiment result indicate that our approach is able to improve the performance of collocation finding method.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Huge amount of mobile device users influence the high number of available application in the Appstore. There are three widely used appstore including Google PlayStore, Apple AppStore, and Windows Phone Store. These platforms provide services to easily find and deploy application for user. In addition, appstore also provide space for user to give feedbacks about the performance of application. They can deliver about their satisfaction, explain about some bugs, and request about new feature. Several previous research stated that user feedback on appstore is a valuable information for the developer [3] [4]. User can give rating and plain text review as a feedback. It can be simple sentiment (e.g “Hate this app!”) or a specific topic that very relevant for software maintenance and evolution [5]. Developer could use these data to make analysis for developing the application based on user needs. There are high competition among developer that build similar apps. Disapointing and ignoring user will cause the developer a loose in the market share [6]. They do not need to conduct some survey that usually very budget and time consuming. Furthermore, these data also can be used as a resource to analyze market for the other developers who want to make similar application.

However, developer may face some limitations and obstacles in order to retrieve the information from appstore. First, the huge amount of the data will rise some difficulties for the developer to analyze the important feedback one by one [7]. A prior study found that popular apps such as facebook get 4,275 feedbacks from user for each day [1]. Second, the diversity form of the user feedback will produce the other difficulties to build the suitable method to process the data. Some feedbacks state the good and bad point of some features clearly, but some of them explain it implicitly. Then, out of vocabulary (OOV) words are found on some feedbacks that make another challenge to process the data. Third, feedback from user are usually short as they write it from mobile phone. It is shorter than common non-mobile-software product review. A study found that app store user usually write a short but informative review. They analyze 8.7 million review from 13,770 apps [8]. Every application also has many version of release and every user feedbacks is correspond to a specific version [9].

Some previous studies tried to implement aspect based sentiment analysis or aspect based opinion mining [10] [11] [12]. In this type of sentiment analysis, the processes are focused on the sentiment of each aspect or product features. One of the important processes is aspect or feature extraction. Several methods are developed to handle these problems such as collocation finding method [13], linguistics rule method [10], and also the combination of these two methods [14]. Collocation method try to extract the aspect by taking combination of two words which is most frequently used. While, linguistics rule method is done by building some linguistics rules to find the aspect of the feedback. However, these approaches are still lack in accuracy. One of the research explain that these methods still have some disadvantage in distinguishing between word or word combination which one is aspect and which one is non aspect. It happens because there are some opinion data that are not contain aspect are included in the aspect extraction. Some research try to classify user review into several classes to get informative review [15] [16] [17] [18]. Chen et al. uses naive bayes to filter “non-informative” reviews, however the category rules of might not be always true [15]. Another research have tried to classify the opinion data in to 4 different categories including bug report, user experience, feature request, and rating [16]. This research try to compare different methods for opinion classification. They found that naive bayes was the most powerful method to classify this data. This study also stated that rating data that consist of un-relevant criticism, praise and also dispraise are not useful because they are not informative.
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In this research, we try to combine opinion data type classification and aspect extraction. It will use collocation finding to extract the aspect. Before extracting the aspect, opinion data is classified into bug, user experience, feature request, and rating by using naive bayes method. Aspect extraction is implemented only for the data that is included in bug, user experience, and feature request. By excluding rating data is expected to improve the performance of aspect extraction process.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains works related to aspect extraction topics, section 3 describes an overview of our proposed method, section 4 presents the performance of our proposed method and some findings from the result, section 5 concludes our research and ideas for the future works.

2. RELATED WORK
Several research has been conducted that focused on the methods for extracting aspects from user opinion data. Prior study tried to implement association mining to mine opinion feature or aspect from product reviews of electronic product [19]. Ding et al. try to improve Hu and Liu’s method by using holistic lexicon-based method [20]. Zhang et al. introduced a developed double propagation method to extract product features. This research uses dataset from 4 non-software product [21] and able to calculate feature relevance. Other method try to make use of the opinion word to extract features [22]. Soujanya et al. utilize a rule-based approach to extract aspect. It is focused on extracting explicit and implicit aspect [10]. Beside unsupervised methods, supervised methods can be used to handle product aspect extraction. One of them used lexicalized Hidden Markov Model [23]. In addition, research on semi-supervised modelling also has been conducted. It utilized some seed words for few aspect categories and use it to cluster aspect terms [24].

However, our research is focused on user opinion data from application distribution platform (app store) as a dataset. Data from app store is tend to be shorter than non-software product review. There are many types of user review from app store. One research focused on review that contains user request for new features. It uses linguistic rules to extract requested features from app-store data [3]. While others try to extract user complains and its relationship with the ratings [25]. Guzman et al. proposed collocation finding method to extract all of the software feature. It is based on the most frequently mentioned words in the opinion data [13]. Other study, use the data from appstore to find out features that are requested by the user [3].

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Error! Reference source not found. shows the flow of the proposed method. The aim is to improve the performance of aspect extraction process. There are two main process, data classification and aspect extraction. The opinion data is first classified into classes. We eliminate several data that is not used in the aspect extraction process. After that, we use collocation finding method to perform aspect extraction process.

3.1 Opinion Classification
The data classification process is utilizing naive bayes method. Previous study said that naive bayes is the best method to classify user opinion data. Opinion data is classified into 4 classes, bug report, feature request, user experiences and rating. Opinion data that contains user report of an error, performance issue or system crash are classified as bug report. Feature request is when user ask for a new feature or upgrade on a existing feature. Data that describe user experience on a product feature is called user experience. Rating contains user explanation of the star that they give.

3.2 Eliminate Data Rating
Previous study stated that opinion data can be classified into 4 types, One of them is data rating. Data rating contains user statement that explain star rating given by the user. It is about praise, dispraise, and distractive critique. This type of data is not containing much information about the product. Below are the example of user opinion that classified as rating:
- I love this app, but since iOS 9 came out it s baad
- I just felt like it to put a 1 star.
- Very bad

Therefore, in order to extract more relevant information from the opinion data, we eliminate rating data. We only use bug, feature request and also user experiences data in the aspect extraction process.

3.3 Aspect Extraction
After data rating are eliminated from the overall data, we do aspect extraction for the remaining data. We use collocation finding method to extract aspects. However, there are some additional preprocess steps such as POS Tagging, Stopword Removal, Spelling Correction, and Lemmatization. The proses flow is as seen in Fig 2.

Previous study stated that only the nouns, verbs and adjectives usually describe product features [2]. We use POS Tagging to define the Part-of-Speech (POS) of each word in the opinion sentences. Then, we eliminate words that belong to other POS like adverbs or quantifiers. Common english terms such as “this” or “and” are also removed from the data. We use Enchant API to check and revise words that are spelled wrongly. In addition, WordNet Lemmatization is used to group words with the same meaning.
Next, aspect extraction process is done by using collocation finding method. Collocation defines two or more words that usually used together to explain things. In this experiment, we use two word collocation or called bigram. This two word can be separated by several words. Generally, collocation can be used to describe aspect because aspect contains terms that used to explain a specific meaning. In collocation finding method, we calculate the frequency of each word pair. Likelihood ratio test is used to help finding the collocation. We only take word pair that used at least three times in reviews.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Dataset and Evaluation

We used user opinion data as dataset. The dataset was taken from 3 different domain application from appstore. From each application, we took 250 opinion data. So, we use a total of 750 user opinion data. We established a gold standart that contains the opinion data and the aspect stated in the opinion. We used this standart to evaluate our proposed method. The result is compared to collocation finding method. We calculated the precision, recall and f-measure value of each application. For each user opinion, we defined the value of True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN). We gives TP when the feature that extracted from our proposed method is also written in the gold standart. FP are features extracted by our proposed method but not in the gold standart for that specific user opinion. Lastly, a feature is a FN if it is manually extracted in the gold standart but not by our proposed method.

4.2 Result

We implemented our proposed method using Phyton and NLTK [26]. Error! Reference source not found. is the result of our experiment. The result shows that the proposed method is able to get higher value of precision and recall compared to the collocation method. The overall f-measure value comparison from collocation and our proposed method is as seen at Fig 3. F-Measure value presents the balance between precision and recall value. In conclusion, removing data that do not contain important information could improve the performance of aspect extraction process. It happens because collocation method takes word pair with highest frequency as aspects. If we include the data rating in the extraction process, it will affect the frequency of word pairs. Many irrelevant aspect tend to be generated from it. The proposed method is able to eliminate irrelevant aspects and extract some additional aspects. The collocation extracts approximately 370 aspects. On the other hand, the proposed method extract 350 aspects, 20 aspects less than the collocation method. There are some aspect that is extracted by collocation method but not by our proposed method such as “everything need”, “get bad” and “great love”. These aspects are not relevant as application features and affect the performance of the extraction process.

Table 1. Experiment Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Proposed Method</th>
<th></th>
<th>Collocation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>F-Measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line</td>
<td>0.532</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>0.551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibook</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>0.487</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evernote</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>0.506</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. F-Measure Value Graph

However, we can see from the table that the performance of our proposed method is still far from perfection. There are several aspect that affect it. First, the performance of the classifier. There are some data that misclassified. Some that contain bug or important information are classified as rating. These data are eliminated and not being processed in the aspect extraction process. For example the sentences “i wish i can use timeline function in ipad version...PLEASE” is classified as rating. But, we can see that this opinion is about asking for a new feature or should be classified as feature request. There are also some rating review that misclassified as other class. Second, our proposed method is not able to handle aspect that is not frequently mentioned. We only consider word pair that is mentioned at least three times as an aspect. However, there
are aspect that is not mentioned by many people such as when people share their experience on specific features or request a new feature. For example, in the sentence “Doesn’t have block/ignore button,” the aspect is block/ignore button. Only one person asked for this new feature. So that, frequency of the word pair will be low and not considered as aspect.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Features or aspects extraction is an important process in aspect-based sentiment analysis. This research proposed a method that combine opinion classification and aspect extraction to improve the performance. Online review for mobile application was used to extract product aspects. Opinion data is classified into several classes. Proposed study only utilizes data that is informative based on the classification result. Aspect extraction is done by using collocation finding method. In the experiment, we compare the precision, recall and f-measure value of our proposed method to the performance of collocation finding method itself. It can be seen from the result that eliminating uninformative data from the dataset could improve the performance. There are several findings from the experiment. The performance of the classifier as the first problem. Second, our proposed method is not able to extract aspects that are not frequently mentioned in the data. The future plan is to improve the classification performance in order to get a better accuracy of aspect extraction.
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